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listUnions
IT is ironic that in the very season when
more massive action is being planned by
trade unionists than we have seen for
yearsi we should also be treated to the
spectacle of vicious in-fighting in both the
trades union movement and the Labour
Parby itself.

In-fighting which, it must be said, has
nothing to do with the 'emancipation of
the masses' but everything to do with
either the seizure of the consolidation of
leadership, the protection of the institu-
tions of 'The Labour Movement', and the
presentation of a 'respectable'face to the
electorate in time for the next election.

Not that the massive action itself should
not be seen as part of the in-fighting as
well, for rhe right wings of the Farty and
the unions are very conscious that they
have to maintain a credibility in the face
of working class suffering that will pull
the carpet from under the Militant Ten-
dency and show that the old party that
everybody knew and loved and voted for
in their millions in the past can still get
up and scare the pants off the Tories-
without being 'extreme' or unBritish or
tvlan<ist or anything horrible like that.

It is in fact extraordinary that the
Tories should have chosen (if in fact they
did choose) to stand their monetarist
ground on the issue of pay for the health
workers. For if there is one section of the
working class that it absolutely giltcdged
in the eyes of the public it must be the
nurses. There is even a TV series called
'Angels' about behind-the-scenes life in
our hospitals, which, thankfully, shows
that some nurses are not all that angelic
in every way. But doesn't that make them
more human and, thus, even more lovable?

But Mrs Thatcher and her foul Mr
Fowler, Health Minister for the Upper
Classes, are so besotted by their own
monetarism and their devotion to duty
up to and beyond the deaths of others,
that they couldn't really believe that the
nurses could strike and still retain the
sympathv af the public.I;ike Ted Heath
in choosing\to do bat$le with the minets,
with their enormous industrial muscle,
they have made a serious tactical blunder
which may well cost them very dear. Not
only are their actions politicising a section

of workers who have in the past been re-
markable for putting dedication before
pay (The Royal College of Nursing is now
considering removing the 'no strike'clause
from their'rule book!) but they have pro-
vided the centre and right of the trade un'
ion movement with a prime opportunity
to DEFY THE LAW with a tremendous
weight of public opinion in secret and slJ
sympathy with them.

The law is of course that one recently
introduced by the Conservatives which
tries to ban, by making unlawful, secon-
dary picketing or industrial action in sup-
port of somebody else's industrial action.
In other words, solidarity.

We must not go overboard, however,
in admiration for the new-found courage
of Len Murray and Co, for they are very
careful, in all their public announcements,
to make clear that they are not directing
their membets to come out on September
22nd, (not like they would direct them to
go back to work in an unofficial strike,
for instance) but that they are simply ask-
ing for gestures, in sympathy, according
to individuals' inclinations or abilities or
degree of militan-whoop, sorry!

If the Labour PartY does not screw
every possible ounce of advantage out of
this situation, then it certainly does not
deserve to get back to Downing Street
come the next election. Mr Fowler has
categorically (for the second time) said
there 'is absolutely no more money for
the health workers. If he is forced to yield,
there will be only one honest way out for
him:,into the woods with a shot'gun. But
we feel he does not have the moral fibre
for that.

On the other hand, the terrible railway-
men, everybody's villainf a few weeks
back, could stop work for an hour in the
middle of the day and hardly anybody
would notice. All public transport could
stop; tanker drivers take an extra hour for
lunch; power workers throw the switches;
miners leaye ihe coalface an hour early;
teachers cut.lessons, tailors cut less cloth,
bakers bake a,loaf or two less, cat builders
build one car less, bricklayers leave out an
hour's courses-all gestures from workers
to show their contempt for the Govem-
ment's mean policies, and all to no avail.

If Mr Leonard Murray and his new-
found (?) mate Mr Frank ChapPle; next
Chairman of the TUC and right'wing con-
vert from the Communist Party, really
want to show their contemPt for Tory
policies, they would call a general strike
of indeterminate length to stop once and
for all the concept that a govemment can
dictate standards of living to working
people-especially those as economically
weak but a.s morally strong as health
workets.

But the fact is that theY do not have
contempt for government policies, because
they are in the same game themselves: the
game of controlling the workers in the
national interest and the continuance of
the capitalist systeme with, at best, a few
rough edges"rubbed off.

The end of capitalism, after all, would
mqan the end of the need for trades un-
ions, necessar5r only in a class-divided soc-
iety where there is an employing class (pri-
vate or state) and thus divided intetests ne-
cessitating mediators between employers
and employed. This is the role of the un-
ions: mediators, trusted bv the bosses as
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for bosses.

It is not surprising therefore to find Isn',t that a contradiction in terms?' that, if they had an ounce of personality
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the ambitious official can climb, paying it? well, it always is in pantomi\!:yit!. ;;io" of .thick_headed cops'. A group
himself, with the approval of his fellow ashullandcrossbonestoo,yes,it'suery oi-ir*"t.r* became ,a stampeding herd,
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the Sp;G .o*6oy, then?), people were
rls of wisdom, incisive com- ,hrrified, scared, shocked, threatened,,
formed opinion, etc, etc, were flags were waved ,like scythes'words like
ne of thosebastar. . .roly. . . ,ag-gressive, stampeding, rampaging, bar_
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all rolling on the floor with laughter. the only sane respons,
It is the myth at the back ofallsocialist B of those arrestec

parties that, once their membe:rs have the Oxford St march
achieved power they will operate it in the front of this right-r
interests of everybody else except them- Tuesday (14th Sept)
selves. Generations of backsliders in the when he finallv turn
Labour Party have not convinced the stuck somewhere sou
members of the Militant Tendency that thanks to the railwork
their selected front-runners will not be to ensure juStice by lo
the same in their turn. To get tci the top hengy, nice try).
you have to have what it takes to succeed First up was rMark <
in a centralised set-up, by which time you ening behaviour. Afte

together all workers in any one industry clared ,nothing illega
rather than the fragmentary trades sttuc- you got thefeelingthr
ture of the reformist unions we know to- thought ,more's ihe
day. Unification in industrial unions, that would be an avl
however, can work, as it does in Germany On with the circus.
today, for the convenience of the bosses, The next two case
where these are allowed to exist.

It is only when syndicalists are guided
by anarchist aims and princ^iples that the- ing in September 2
purely structural benefits of that form of wage claimi, while in r
industrial organisation can be used for we-comprehensively <
revolutionary ends. Those who argue that mental causes of ali w
involvement in the day-to-day struggle will the wages system in tc
inevitably whittle away revolutionary anarctriits involve
consciousness had better, first, examine there must be some!\
their own consciences about how many the trades unions are
times they have marched with others the alternative? If it
against a particular war, again-stparticular syndicalism, what is it
weapons, or-assuming we will be march- pS BRI7UE LEFLIC
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Begimental lllarch
I saw the posters in 'News from Nowhere'
in Liverpool. 'Workers' March against
Racism', London to Brighton and picket
the TUC, This sounded fine. Even the in-
formation that it was organised by the
Revolutionary Communist Party wasn't
too off-putting. I didn't really know who
they are and anyroad they were only doing
the organising, it was a worhers'march. I
didn't have the S30 but that was OK, I
could work my passage, helping with
stewarding, selling magazines, that sort of
thing. Last Thursday, the 2nd, I went to
Manchester and joined the minibus to
London.

The joumey took ages. When we arrived
we were taken to an old theatre in Brick
Lane. I didn't have a sleeping bag but one
was found and we slept there on Friday
night. On Saturday, we were got up very
early and went to a rally in Itchy Park.
There were about 200 people, mostly
white. As a steward, I was put on anti-
fascist watch. By this time I was beginning
to feel a bit isolated. The whole thing was
strictly organised, even regimented.

On Saturday night, there was a concert
at the Fair Deal, Brixton. That was_OK.
although the organisation was everywhere
as usual. If you left the hall, never mind
the building, you couldn't get back in.

On Sunday, we set off for Brighton.
This was to take three days, with camping
in between.People marchedfrom one place
to another four abreast. with stewards to
keep the ranks in order. We were given in-
structions about how to give a good im-
pression and not upset people. Official
song sheets were distributed. Dreadful,
stilted slogans set to well known tunes. It
included the Internationale, but the Eng-
lish to that is dreadful, stilted slogans as
well. The tidy ranks set off and that night
we reached Redhill. There was militaristic
singing around campfires. A stewards
meeting was held and people were issued
with whistles and snooker cues. The Site
was carefully patrolled. We were told to
keep everybody in order 'for their own
protection'. The paranoia and need for in-
temal discipline was reinforced by the

fascist leaflets scattered on the road to the
camping field. (Iwas struck by similarities,
the fascist call was to build unity (national)
by 'getting the blacks', the communists
wanted unity (class) by 'getting the racists).
We even saw some fascists, perhaps a dozen
of them. Later, a midnight alarm brought
people out, waving their snooker cues, to
run into a group of SPG, who were pat-
rolling the boundaries.

I was becoming more of an outcast.
This was relieved by meeting another anar-
chist. But I was certainly in official dis-
favour. I was summoned and reprimanded
because'very reliable sources' had reported
me for'speaking to the police'. Well, they
could be better company than the endless
rhetoric and slogans. I was also told off
because other very reliable sources said I
had been smoking dope. Hardly likely,I'm
allergic to it and would have thrown up
straightaway. . .The other anarchist was
accused of 'backstabbing'. It seemed that
little spies were everywhere. Nowhere was
there any concern for individuals, the talk
was allof 'theworkers'and we were treated
accordingly.

The enthusiasm of the marchers was
coaxed with promises of hot showers at
the end of the day. We weren't told that
they had to be paid for. By this time I
was sick. I have stomach trouble and it
wasn't helped by the uninspiring food. To
be fair, I suppose that the organisation
was difficult, but these people do expect
to organise a revolution, they have very
firm views on that. Provision for vege-
tarians was particularly meagre.

On Tuesday morning, I was told I was
to be thrown off the March. I had 'lowered
morale by complaining'. I wasn't allowed
to speak to anyone. A van was going back
to London and I was put in it. They
dumped me at Waterloo and gave me
some money. Some food and a couple of
Tube fares soon demolished a large part
of that, and how was it to get back to
Liverpool? I found my way to FREE-
DOM, where I found awelcome and some-
where to stay.

It's been an educational experience.
I'm sure that its not just me. Other people
were unhappy with the regim6niati6n,
the forced speed of the marching, the
straight lines. I am convinced that the
whole thing was a recruiting and publicity
exercise for the RCP. For this greater end,
the people, the 'masses' of the fetish were
to be used. I am worried for other young
people who get involved and brainwashed.
Their hard people already have their blue-
prints. for 'after the revolution'. When
they have a conference called'Preparing
for Power', they mean it. Anarchists
('bourgeois liberals') have no place. I asked
what a small community who are self suf-
ficient. who minded their own business.
'It wouldn't be allowed'.

One thing that I particularly resent is
that I wasn't allowed to speak to anyone
to exchange addresses. If you see this,
Tim, please write, cio FREEDOM.
ANNA

WE know that the old slogan says that
whoever you vote for the government gets
in, but this is ridiculous. After the collapse
of the 42nd Italian government since the
war a new coalition has been put together.
It contains exactly the same 27 people.
These tireless public servants are helped
by 57 under-secretaries. 56 of these are
also to continue. The other one died last
month.

ANOTHER o!.d favourite is that if voting
could change the system, they would
make it illegal. However, due process must
be carried out and this has caused prob-
lems in Brazil. The long awaited elections
have had to be postponed again. The latest
changes in the rules to prevent any chance
of a defeat have delayed the printing of
the ballot papers.

VELLERAT, Switzerland (pop 6g) has
declared its independence from the canton
of Berne.
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Post must be slow
roundyour way.
lhemeeting was
tast Sunday.


